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We give an algebraic proof of the Birman]Bers theorem}an algebraic result
whose previous proofs used topology or analysis, and which says that a certain
 .subgroup of finite index in the algebraic mapping class group of an oriented
punctured surface is isomorphic to a certain group of automorphisms. The index 2
case gives rise to an automorphism of the group consisting of those automorphisms
of a free group that stabilize the normal subgroup generated by an oriented-surface
relator, and we analyze this curious automorphism. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Notation. Let G be a group. For a subset X of G, X "1 will
denote the set consisting of the elements of X and their inverses.
Let a, b, c be elements of G. The product of a and b will be denoted by
w x y1 y1  .ab and also by a ? b. We write a, b to denote aba b and write a b to
denote abay1. This latter notation is too standard for us to alter, but it
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gives rise to ambiguities, so we make the convention that juxtapositions are
to be performed first, followed by the bracketing operation, followed by
 . y1  . y1 y1the dot multiplications; thus a ? b c s abcb and ab c s abcb a .
w xWe write a to denote the conjugacy class of a in G, so if G is a free
w xgroup with a specified basis, a is viewed as a cyclic word in the basis.
We use the same symbol a to denote both the group element and the
 .inner automorphism a } of G; the correct interpretation should be clear
from the context.
 .The group of automorphisms of G will be denoted Aut G , and the
 .subgroup of inner automorphisms will be denoted Inn G . The latter is
isomorphic to G modulo its center, which we denote GrCtr. When the
center of G is trivial, we will tend to identify the foregoing groups with G,
and, again, the interpretation will be clear from the context. In all our
applications, GrCtr will be either G or trivial.
Throughout this article, g and n will be nonnegative integers, and xg , n
will denote the integer 2 y 2 g y n.
1.2. DEFINITIONS. We write
w x w xS s x , y , . . . , x , y , z , . . . , z x , y ??? x , y z ??? z s 1 , ;g , n 1 1 g g 1 n 1 1 g g 1 n
the fundamental group of an orientable closed surface of genus g with n
 .punctures, which we call a g, n -surface. This surface has Euler character-
istic x and if n G 1, then S is a free group of rank 2 g q n y 1 sg , n g , n
1 y x .g , n
If S , . . . , S are elements, subsets, or sets of subsets, of S we shall1 m g , n
write
Aut S , S , . . . , S .g , n 1 m
 .to denote the subgroup of Aut S consisting of those elements a suchg , n
 .  .that a S s S , i s 1, . . . , m, with the natural interpretation of a S .i i i
Thus
"1 "1w x w xAut S , z , . . . , z 4 /g , n 1 n
is the group of automorphisms that permute the conjugacy classes of the
 .z . The algebraic mapping class group is defined as the quotienti
"1 "1w x w xM C s Aut S , z , . . . , z rInn S . . 4 /g , n g , n 1 n g , n
In a natural way M C maps onto the symmetric group on n letters, andg , n
the kernel is a normal subgroup of index n! called the pure or unper-
.muted mapping class group, denoted
"1 "1w x w xP M C s Aut S , z , . . . , z rInn S . . /g , n g , n 1 n g , n
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 .  .Our aim is to prove that, except in the degenerate case g, n s 0, 1 ,
"1 "1 "1w x w x w xM C G Aut S , z , . . . , z , z rInn S . 4 /g , nq1 g , nq1 1 n nq1 g , nq1
"1 "1w x w xf Aut S , z , . . . , z , 1 . 4 /g , n 1 n
that is, a subgroup of index n q 1 in M C is isomorphic to a group ofg , nq1
automorphisms. Restricting to subgroups of index n! gives
"1 "1w x w xP M C s Aut S , z , . . . , z rInn S . /g , nq1 g , nq1 1 nq1 g , nq1
"1 "1w x w xf Aut S , z , . . . , z . 2 . /g , n 1 n
 . w xThe case g s 0 of 1 is due to Magnus 13 , and the case n s 0 is due to
w x  .Dehn and Mangler 14 . Topological and analytic analogues of 1 were
w x w xproved by Birman 3 and Bers 2 . Invoking the subsequent identification
w xby Maclachlan and Harvey 12 of the algebraic and topological mapping
class groups, we can express Birman's homotopy-fibration exact sequence
w x3 in the form
1 ª S rCtr ª P M C ª P M C ª 1, 3 .g , n g , nq1 g , n
 .  w x.which can be viewed as another way of stating 2 see 3, Section 3 , and
w x  .  .we can express Bers' result 2, Theorem 10 in the form 1 . The form 1
w xwas first explicitly stated by Maclachlan 11, Corollary 8 . Our main claim
 .is to give a purely algebraic proof of 1 . We do this by constructing and
 .analyzing the kernel that appears in 3 , a normal subgroup which has
played a part in the calculation of presentations of mapping class groups in
w x w xthe work of McCool 16 and Wajnryb 20 .
 .In Section 2, we briefly discuss the isomorphism 1 from a topological
viewpoint. In Sections 3 and 4, we give the algebraic proof. Notice that
"1 "1 "1w x w x  4Aut S , z , . . . , z , z l Inn S . 4 /g , nq1 1 n nq1 g , nq1
 :s Inn z , .nq1
since, in a nonabelian free group, a basis element generates its own
centralizer; also
"1 "1 "1w x w x  4Aut S , z , . . . , z , z ? Inn S . 4 /g , nq1 1 n nq1 g , nq1
"1 "1 "1w x w x w xs Aut S , z , . . . , z , z . 4 /g , nq1 1 n nq1
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Thus we have an isomorphism
"1 "1 "1w x w x w xAut S , z , . . . , z , z rInn S . 4 /g , nq1 1 n nq1 g , nq1
"1 "1 "1  :w x w x  4f Aut S , z , . . . , z , z rInn z . . 4 /g , nq1 1 n nq1 nq1
There is also a natural map
"1 "1 "1w x w x  4Aut S , z , . . . , z , z 4 /g , nq1 1 n nq1
"1 "1w x w xª Aut S , z , . . . , z , 4 /g , n 1 n
 .denoted collapse z , and our task is reduced to showing thatnq1
 .  :.collapse z is surjective and has kernel Inn z . Surjectivity is notnq1 nq1
difficult, and it is the calculation of the kernel that occupies Sections 3 and
4. We conclude Section 4 with a brief proof of Zieschang's result that any
endomorphism of S that sends each of the n q 1 z s to a conjugateg , nq1 i
of itself is an automorphism.
In Section 5, we consider the embedding of P M C in M C ,g , nq1 g , nq1
which produces an image of the symmetric group S in the outernq1
 . w xautomorphism group of the groups in 2 . Results of Ivanov 8 show that if
x F y2, then this image is the whole outer automorphism group. Weg , n
study the way in which a specific transposition of S acts onnq1
 w x"1 w xq1 .Aut S , z , . . . , z . In consequence, we obtain an explicit freeg , n 1 n
generating set of the kernel of the surjective map
w x w x w x w xcollapse z : Aut S , z , . . . , z ª Aut S , z , . . . , z , .  .  .n g , n 1 n g , ny1 1 ny1
for each n G 1. For n s 1, the action of the transposition completely
 w x"1.describes the outer automorphism group of Aut S , z , the groupg , 1 1
consisting of those automorphisms of the free group S that stabilize theg , 1
normal subgroup generated by the oriented surface relator z . The outer1
automorphism group is trivial for g F 1 and has order 2 for g G 2.
2. THE TOPOLOGICAL VIEWPOINT
In this section we give a vague idea of how the topologists view the
group isomorphism that we shall prove algebraically over the two subse-
quent sections.
Recall that the topological mapping class group T M C is the group ofg , n
 .isotopy classes of homeomorphisms of the g, n -surface. It is convenient
 .to think of the g, n -surface as a surface of genus g with n distinguished
points, so that we can refer to homeomorphisms ``permuting the punc-
tures.''
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 .Let us choose a distinguished point p on a g, n -surface, and take Sg , n
to be the fundamental group with respect to this base point. By a
 .p-homeomorphism of the g, n -surface we shall mean a homeomorphism
which fixes p. In a natural way, a p-homeomorphism determines an
element of
"1 "1w x w xAut S , z , . . . , z , 4 /g , n 1 n
and hence an element of M C .g , n
Dehn showed that every isotopy class contains a p-homeomorphism, and
that two p-homeomorphisms lie in the same isotopy class if and only if
they have the same image in M C . Hence there is an injective homomor-g , n
phism T M C ª M C . Combined work of Dehn, Nielsen, Magnus,g , n g , n
Harvey, Maclachlan, and others culminated in a proof that this map is
w xsurjective; see 12 . Thus, the algebraic and topological mapping class
groups can be identified with each other.
Two p-homeomorphisms are said to be p-isotopic if there is an isotopy
w xthrough p-homeomorphisms between them. Epstein 7 showed that two
p-homeomorphisms are p-isotopic if and only if they determine the same
automorphism of the fundamental group. Together with the results de-
scribed in the previous paragraph, this implies that Aut S ,g , n
w x"1 w x"14.z , . . . , z can be identified with the group of p-isotopy classes1 n
 .of p-homeomorphisms of the g, n -surface.
 .  .If we now delete p from the g, n -surface, we get a g, n q 1 -surface
with a distinguished puncture, and there is a natural bijective correspon-
 .dence between p-homeomorphisms of the g, n -surface and homeomor-
 .phisms of the g, n q 1 -surface that fix the distinguished puncture. More-
over, two p-homeomorphisms are p-isotopic if and only if they determine
 .isotopic homeomorphisms of the g, n q 1 -surface.
 .This gives the topological interpretation of the isomorphism 1 . Modulo
identifying the algebraic and topological mapping class groups, Bers'
w xarticle 2 gives two interpretations of the isomorphism}one topological
and one analytic.
3. BIRMAN'S NORMAL SUBGROUP
Recall that n is a nonnegative integer.
3.1. DEFINITIONS. Throughout this section, S will denote a finitely
 .generated free group with a specified finite basis X. Thus the elements
of S are thought of as reduced words in X "1, and we use terms such as
``subword,'' ``cyclically reduced,'' etc., without explicitly mentioning X.
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w x w x .Let t , . . . , t , t be nontrivial elements of S and let T s t , . . . , t , t .1 n 1 n
An element w of S is said to occur in T if w occurs as a subword of t
 .  .reduced or of some cyclically written t , 1 F i F n cyclically reduced .i
We denote by $ the relation on X "1 given by y $ z if and only ifT T
yzy1 occurs in T , for all y, z in X "1.
Throughout this section, T will denote the set of sequences of the form
w x w xT s t , . . . , t , t , .1 n
where t and all the t are nontrivial elements of S, such that everyi
element of X "1 occurs exactly once in T and such that $ uniquelyT
determines a total order - , called the T-ordering, on X "1. For all y, zT
in X "1, z immediately follows y in the T-ordering if and only if y $ z.T
A specific example is given in Definition 4.2, below. In the degenerate case
where X is empty, we declare that the foregoing definition of T does not
 .apply, and we take T to consist of the single element T s t , where t is
the identity element.
 .In a natural way Aut S acts on T.
 .For any T , U g T = T, we let
G T , U s a g Aut S a T s U 4 .  .  .
 .  .and we let G denote the disjoint union of the G T , U , as T , U ranges
over T = T. Each element of G has, associated with it, an element of
 .Aut S , called the underlying automorphism, and we write a : T ª U to
 .denote an element of G T , U that has underlying automorphism a . In a
 .natural way, the group structure of Aut S induces on G a groupoid
structure, with vertex set T.
w x w x .Notice that for any T s t , . . . , t , t g T,1 n
w x w xG T , T s Aut S , t , . . . , t , t . .  .1 n
An element a : T ª U of G is said to be a signed permutation if a
permutes the elements of X "1. Notice that a commutes with the invert-
ing operation.
An element a : T ª U of G is said to be a Nielsen shift if there are
"1 "1  4"1elements y, z of X such that a acts trivially on X y y and
 .  y1 ."1a y s yz, where yz occurs in T , that is, either y $ z or z $ y.T T
In this event we say that a : T ª U is a right, resp. left, Nielsen shift.
Since a is an automorphism, z / yy1. Conversely, if we have T g T and
y, z g X "1 such that either y $ z / yy1 or yy1 / z $ y, then thereT T
"1  4"1exists an automorphism a that acts trivially on X y y such that
 .  .a y s yz, and then a T g T.
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 .3.2. LEMMA McCool . With respect to the abo¨e, the groupoid G is
generated by the signed permutations together with the Nielsen shifts.
Proof. Recall that there are two types of Whitehead automorphism
 . "1with respect to X of S. Those of the first type permute X . Those of
"1 "1  4"1the second type fix some y g X and send each x g X y y to
y y1 or 0.xy0 or 1..
Now let us pass to a free group of larger rank by adding one more free
w x w x .generator u and associate with each element t , . . . , t , t of T, the1 n
w x w x w x.sequence t , . . . , t , ut of cyclic words in the new, larger, free group.1 n
w x w xAs in the proof of 15, Lemma 2 , by applying 15, Lemma 1 to the action
on such sequences of cyclic words of automorphisms that fix u, we see that
G is generated by those elements a : T ª U whose underlying automor-
phisms are Whitehead automorphisms. If a is of the first type, then
a : T ª U is a signed permutation. If a is of the second type, then
a : T ª U can be written as a product of Nielsen shifts by a simple
w xinductive procedure; see 17, Corollary 3 .
w x w x . "13.3. DEFINITIONS. Let T s t , . . . , t , t g T and let x, y g X .1 n
In this section we will use angle brackets and a semicolon to denote a
pairing, which we hope will not be confused with the usage in the other
sections where angle brackets with no semicolons are used to denote
groups generated by presentations, and subgroups generated by sets.
We define
t , if x - y ,Tx - y s .T  1, if x G y.T
 .Notice that T plays two roles here, since x - y is a power of the lastT
  x -T y .entry of T. We would have preferred to use the notation t , but this
.would have complicated our formulas even more. We also define
x - y .T y1 y1s x - y w - z s w - z x - y . .  .  .  .T T T Tw - z .T
For each w g S, we will eventually construct an element
 : w x w xw ; T g Aut S , t , . . . , t , t . .1 n
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"1  :To begin, for each x g X , we define x; T to be the endomorphism of
S such that
¡ "1y , if y s x ,
y1 y1 y1 y1y - x x - x y - x x - x .  .  .  .T T T Ty1~ : x y x ,x ; T y s . y1 y1 y1 y1 y - xx - x y - x x - x  . .  .  . TT T T¢ "1 "1 4if y g X y x .
 : y1 .  : ..y1Notice that x; T y s x; T y .
w x w x . "13.4. LEMMA. If T s t , . . . , t , t g T and x g X , then1 n
 : w x w xx ; T g Aut S , t , . . . , t , t . .1 n
"1  "14 y1Proof. Consider any y, z g X y x such that yz or yxz or yx z
occurs in T.
 :By construction, x; T sends y to an expression of the form ayb, where
 :a, b are expressions in x, t. Hence x; T acts on a word or cyclic word by
inserting, between each pair of adjacent letters, an expression in x and t.
y1  :If yz occurs in T , then y $ z and x; T inserts between y and zT
the expression
y - xy1 xy1 - x zy1 - x x - xy1 .  .  .  .T T T Ty1x xy1 y1 y1 y1y - xx - x x - x z - x . .  .  .TT T T
zy1 - xy1 xy1 - x zy1 - x x - xy1 .  .  .  .T T T Ty1s x x s 1.y1 y1 y1 y1 y1x - x z - x x - x z - x .  .  .  .T T T T
If yxz occurs in T , then y $ xy1 and x $ zy1, and between y and z,T T
 :x; T replaces x with
y - xy1 xy1 - x zy1 - x x - xy1 .  .  .  .T T T Ty1x x xy1 y1 y1 y1y - xx - x x - x z - x . .  .  .TT T T
t xy1 - x 1 x - xy1 .  .T Ty1s x x xy1 y1 y1 y1x - x x - x x - x s - x .  .  .  .T T T T
t
s x s x .y1 y1x - x x - x .  .T T
The argument is similar if yxy1 z occurs in T. Thus the n cyclic words of
 :T are fixed by x; T .
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If z is the first letter in t and y is the last letter, then zy1 is the least
element and y is the greatest element in the - ordering. The foregoingT
shows that
zy1 - x x - xy1 y - xy1 xy1 - x .  .  .  .T T T Ty1 :x ; T t s x t x . y1 y1 y1 y1 y - xx - x z - x x - x  . .  .  . TT T T
t x - xy1 1 xy1 - x .  .T Ty1s x t xy1 y1t 1x - x x - x .  .T T
s t .
The same result holds if x "1 is the first or last letter of t, since x is
fixed.
w x w x . "13.5. DEFINITION. If T s t , . . . , t , t g T and x g X , then, since1 n
 :  :x; T fixes x and t, it is not difficult to see that x; T is bijective and
 y1 :  :that x ; T is its inverse. Thus }; T can be extended to a homomor-
phism
 :w x w xS ª Aut S , t , . . . , t , t , w ¬ w ; T . .1 n
3.6. LEMMA. With the abo¨e notation, let a : T ª U be a right Nielsen
 . "1shift in G, with a y s yz, y $ z in X .T
 .  :. m : : m  . :i a y; T s u y; U z; U s u a y ; U , where u denotes
m  y1 .  y1 y1. y1 ..the last entry in U and u s z - z r z - y y - z .U U U
 .  :.  :   . :ii a z; T s z; U s a z ; U .
 . "1  4"1  :.  :   . :iii If x g X y y, z , then a x; T s x; U s a x ; U .
w  .In i , we can take m s y1 or 0, depending as the permutation that
carries the sequence zy1, yy1, z into its correct T-ordering is even or odd,
respectively.
 . y1Proof. Here a t s u and y $ z, z $ y. Moreover the T-orderingT U
"1  4and the U-ordering of X y y are the same ordering.
 .  :  :To prove i we first recall the actions of y; T and y; U .
"1  4"1If w g X y y , then
 :y ; T w .
wy1 - y y - yy1 w - yy1 yy1 - y .  .  .  .T T T Ty1s y w y .y1 y1 y1 y1 w - yy - y w - y y - y  . .  .  . TT T T
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"1  4"1We have y $ z, so if w g X y y, z , thenT
 :y ; T w .
wy1 - z z - yy1 w - yy1 yy1 - z .  .  .  .T T T Ty1s y w y ,y1 y1 y1 y1 w - zy - z w - y z - y  . .  .  . TT T T
while
zy1 - z z - yy1 .  .T T y1 y1 :y ; T z s y zy y - z .  .Ty1 y1 y1y - z z - y .  .T T
and
1 zy1 - yy1 yy1 - z .  .T Ty1 y1 y1 :y ; T z s yz y . . y1 y1 y1y - z z - y z - z .  .  .T T T
"1  4"1If w g X y y , then
 :y ; U w .
wy1 - y zy1 - yy1 w - yy1 yy1 - y .  .  .  .U U U Uy1s y w y .y1 y1 y1 y1 y1 w - yy - y w - y z - y  . .  .  . UU U U
y1 "1  4"1Here z $ y, so if w g X y y, z , thenU
 :y ; U w .
wy1 - zy1 zy1 - yy1 w - yy1 yy1 - zy1 .  .  .  .U U U Uy1s y w y ,y1 y1 y1 y1 y1 y1 y1y - z w - y z - y w - z .  .  .  .U U U U
while
u z - yy1 yy1 - zy1 .  .U Uy1 :y ; U z s yz y . y1 y1 y1 y1 y1y - z z - y z - z .  .  .U U U
z - yy1 yy1 - zy1 .  .U Uy1 y1 y1s z - y yz y , .U y1 y1 y1z - y z - z .  .U U
and
z - zy1 zy1 - yy1 1 .  .U Uy1 y1 y1 :y ; U z s y z y . . y1 y1 y1 y1 y1y - z z - y z - y .  .  .U U U
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Notice also that
yy1 - z z - zy1 y - zy1 zy1 - z .  .  .  .U U U Uy1 :z ; U y s z y z . y1 y1 y1 y1 y - zz - z y - z z - z  . .  .  . UU U U
yy1 - z z - zy1 1 .  .U U y1s z y z .y1 y1 y1 y1z - z y - z z - z .  .  .U U U
 .We can now verify i by considering three cases:
m : :u y ; U z ; U y .
m :  :s u y ; U z ; U y . .
yy1 - z z - zy1 1 .  .U Um y1 :s u y ; U z y zy1 y1 y1 y1 /z - z y - z z - z .  .  .U U U
yy1 - z z - yy1 .  .U Um y1 y1s u ? z - y yz .Uy1 y1 y1 z - z z - y .  .U U
yy1 - zy1 z - zy1 1 .  .U Uy1y ? yy1 y1 y1 y1z - z y - z z - z .  .  .U U U
z - zy1 zy1 - yy1 1 .  .U U y1 y1? y z yy1 y1 y1 y1 y1 /y - z z - y z - y .  .  .U U U
yy1 - z zy1 - yy1 1 zy1 - yy1 .  .  .U U Ums u yz yy1 y1 y1 z - z y - z z - y .  .  .U U U
1
y1 y1z y y1 y1 /z - y .U
1 zy1 - yy1 yy1 - z .  .U Uy1 y1s yz y z yy1 y1 y1y - z z - y z - z .  .  .U U U
1 zy1 - yy1 yy1 - z .  .T Ty1 y1s a y yz yy1 y1 y1 /y - z z - y z - z .  .  .T T T
 : y1  : y1  :s a y ; T yz s a y ; T a y s a y ; T y . .  . . .
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Also,
 :  : y1  :a y ; T z s a y ; T a z s a y ; T z .  .  .
zy1 - z z - yy1 .  .T T y1 y1s a y zy y - z .Ty1 y1 y1 /y - z z - y .  .T T
zy1 - z z - yy1 .  .U U y1 y1s yz y y - z .Uy1 y1 y1y - z z - y .  .U U
z - yy1 yy1 - zy1 .  .U Um y1 y1 y1s u z - y yz y .U y1 y1 y1 /z - y z - z .  .U U
m : m :  : m : :s u y ; U z s u y ; U z ; U z s u y ; U z ; U z . .  .  . .
"1  4"1Moreover, for w g X y y, z ,
m : : .u y ; U z ; U w
 :  :  ..s y ; U z ; U w
wy1 - z z - zy1 w - zy1 .  .  .U U Um :s u y ; U z wy1 y1 y1 y1 z - z w - z z - z .  .  .U U U
zy1 - z .Uy1z / .w - zU
wy1 - z z - yy1 .  .U Um y1 y1s u ? z - y yz .Uy1 y1 y1 z - z z - y .  .U U
yy1 - zy1 z - zy1 wy1 - zy1 .  .  .U U Uy1y ? ?y1 y1 y1 y1 y1z - z w - z y - z .  .  .U U U
zy1 - yy1 w - yy1 yy1 - zy1 .  .  .U U Uy1y w yy1 y1 y1 y1 y1w - y z - y w - z .  .  .U U U
w - zy1 z - zy1 zy1 - yy1 .  .  .U U U
? ? yy1 y1 y1 y1z - z y - z z - y .  .  .U U U
1 zy1 - z .Uy1 y1z y ?y1 y1 / .w - zz - y . UU
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wy1 - z zy1 - yy1 z - yy1 .  .  .U U Ums u yzy1 y1 y1 z - z w - y .  .U U
w - yy1 zy1 - z .  .U Uy1 y1w z yy1 y1 y1 / .z - y z - y w - z .  .U U U
wy1 - z z - yy1 w - yy1 zy1 - z .  .  .  .U U U Uy1 y1s yz w z yy1 y1 y1 y1  .w - zy - z w - y z - y .  .  . UU U U
wy1 - z z - yy1 w - yy1 yy1 - z .  .  .  .T T T Ty1s a y w yy1 y1 y1 y1 / .w - zy - z w - y z - y .  .  . TT T T
wy1 - y y - yy1 w - yy1 yy1 - y .  .  .  .T T T Ty1s a y w yy1 y1 y1 y1 / .w - yy - y w - y y - y .  .  . TT T T
 :  : y1  : .  .  . .   .s a y ; T w s a y ; T a w s a y ; T w . .
 :. m : :Thus a y; T and u y; U z; U agree on y, on z, and on
"1  4"1  .X y y, z , so are equal. This proves i .
 .We now prove ii in the same way:
 :a z ; T y .  .
 : y1  : y1s a z ; T a y s a z ; T yz .  .
yy1 - z z - zy1 y - zy1 zy1 - z .  .  .  .T T T Ty1 y1s a z y z zy1 y1 y1 y1 /y - zz - z y - z z - z  . .  .  . TT T T
yy1 - z z - zy1 zy1 - z .  .  .T T Ty1 y1s a z yz zy1 y1 y1 /tz - z y - z .  .T T
yy1 - z z - zy1 1 .  .T T y1 y1s a z yz zy1 y1 y1 y1 /z - z y - z z - z .  .  .T T T
yy1 - z z - zy1 1 .  .U U y1s z y zy1 y1 y1 y1z - z y - z z - z .  .  .U U U
yy1 - z z - zy1 y - zy1 zy1 - z .  .  .  .U U U Uy1s z y zy1 y1 y1 y1 y - zz - z y - z z - z  . .  .  . UU U U
 :s z ; U y . .
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 :. .  : y1 .  : .  .  : .Also a z; T z sa z; T a z sa z; T z sa z szs z; U z .
"1  4"1In addition, for w g X y y, z ,
 :a z ; T w .  .
 : y1  :s a z ; T a w s a z ; T w .  .
wy1 - z z - zy1 w - zy1 zy1 - z .  .  .  .T T T Ty1s a z w zy1 y1 y1 y1 /w - zz - z w - z z - z  . .  .  . TT T T
wy1 - z z - zy1 w - zy1 zy1 - z .  .  .  .U U U Uy1s z w zy1 y1 y1 y1 w - zz - z w - z z - z  . .  .  . UU U U
 :s z ; U w . .
 :.  : "1  4"1Thus a z; T and z; U agree on y, on z, and on X y y, z ,
 .so are equal. This proves ii .
 .Finally, we prove iii in the same way:
 :a x ; T y .  .
 : y1  : y1s a x ; T a y s a x ; T yz .  .
yy1 - x x - xy1 y - xy1 xy1 - x .  .  .  .T T T Ty1s a x y xy1 y1 y1 y1 y - xx - x y - x x - x  . .  .  . TT T T
z - x x - xy1 zy1 - xy1 xy1 - x .  .  .  .T T T Ty1 y1x z xy1 y1 y1 y1 /x - x z - x x - x z - x .  .  .  .T T T T
yy1 - x x - xy1 z - xy1 xy1 - x .  .  .  .T T T Ty1s a x y xy1 y1 y1 y1 z - xx - x y - x x - x  . .  .  . TT T T
z - x x - xy1 zy1 - xy1 xy1 - x .  .  .  .T T T Ty1 y1x z xy1 y1 y1 y1 /x - x z - x x - x z - x .  .  .  .T T T T
yy1 - x x - xy1 zy1 - xy1 xy1 - x .  .  .  .T T T Ty1 y1s a x yz xy1 y1 y1 y1 y1 /x - x y - x x - x z - x .  .  .  .T T T T
yy1 - x x - xy1 zy1 - xy1 xy1 - x .  .  .  .U U U Uy1s x y xy1 y1 y1 y1 y1x - x y - x x - x z - x .  .  .  .U U U U
yy1 - x x - xy1 y - xy1 xy1 - x .  .  .  .U U U Uy1s x y xy1 y1 y1 y1 y - xx - x y - x x - x  . .  .  . UU U U
 :s x ; U y . .
 :. .  : y1 .  : .  : .Also a x; T x sa x; T a x sa x; T x sxs x; U x .
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"1  4"1Moreover, for w g X y x, y ,
 :a x ; T w .  .
 : y1  :s a x ; T a w s a x ; T w .  .
wy1 - x x - xy1 w - xy1 xy1 - x .  .  .  .T T T Ty1s a x w xy1 y1 y1 y1 /w - xx - x w - x x - x  . .  .  . TT T T
wy1 - x x - xy1 w - xy1 xy1 - x .  .  .  .U U U Uy1s x w xy1 y1 y1 y1 w - xx - x w - x x - x  . .  .  . UU U U
 :s x ; U w . .
 :.  : "1  4"1Thus a x; T and x; U agree on y, on x, and on X y y, x ,
 .so are equal. This proves iii .
3.7. THEOREM. With the abo¨e notation, for each a : T ª U in G and
 :. m  . :each x g S, there exists an integer m such that a x; T s u a x ; U ,
where u denotes the last entry in U.
If S is not abelian, the integer m is uniquely determined by a : T ª U
.and x, since no positive power of u is central.
Proof. It follows from McCool's Lemma 3.2, that it suffices to consider
the case where a : T ª U is a signed permutation or a Nielsen shift.
The result is clear for a signed permutation, and here m s 0.
Thus we may assume that a : T ª U is a right or left Nielsen shift. The
case of a right Nielsen shift is covered by Lemma 3.6, and here m s 0 or
y1. The case of a left Nielsen shift is quite similar, and is converted to a
right Nielsen shift if we invert the elements of T , U. This completes the
proof.
3.8. Open Problem. What is the topological significance of the integer
m occurring in Theorem 3.7? We have not been able to extract any useful
information from this invariant, but we suspect it must have applications.
We have now proved the main result of this section, which originally
w xcame from topological results of Birman 3 , and Maclachlan and Harvey
w x12 , which in turn depended on results of Dehn, Nielsen, and others. Our
proof is algebraic, since it is based on the above result of McCool.
w x w x .3.9. COROLLARY. With the abo¨e notation, for any t , . . . , t , t g T1 n
 w x w x4 .any a g Aut S, t , . . . , t , t , and any x g S, there exists an integer m1 n
 :. m  .  .: m  . :such that a x; T s t a x ; a T s t a x ; T .
  . :Proof. This is immediate from Theorem 3.7, since a x ; T does not
depend on the order of the cyclic words in the sequence T.
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4. THE ISOMORPHISMS
4.1. Notation. Throughout this section, S denotes the free groupg , nq1
 < 4with the specified basis X s x , y , z 1 F i F g, 1 F j F n and a speci-i i j
fied element
y1 y1w x w xz s z ??? z y , x ??? y , x .nq1 n 1 g g 1 1
w x y1For 1 F i F n, we write p s x , y , so z s p ??? p z ??? z .i i i nq1 1 g 1 n
Let N denote the normal subgroup of S generated by z , andg , nq1 nq1
identify S s S rN.g , n g , nq1
w x w x .4.2. DEFINITIONS. Let T s z , . . . , z , z . It is readily verified1 n nq1
that T lies in the set T described in Definition 3.1. The T-ordering on
X "1 of Definition 3.1 will be denoted - for the purposes of the current
definition. Thus
z - zy1 - ??? - z - zy1 - yy1 - x - y - xy1 - yy1 - ??? - xy1 .n n 1 1 g g g g gy1 1
 :For each w g S , we denote by w the automorphism w; T ofÃnq1, g
Definition 3.5, so we have a homomorphism
"1 "1 "1w x w x  4S ª Aut S , z , . . . , z , z , w ¬ w.Ã 4 /g , nq1 g , nq1 1 n nq1
Let us record the following, after which we will no longer need T nor the
T-ordering:
¡x z w , for w s x , y , . . . , x , y , .i nq1 1 1 iy1 iy1
x , for w s x ,i i~x w s .Ãi y1z x y x , for w s y ,nq1 i i i i¢z x w , for w s x , y , . . . , y , z , . . . , z , .nq1 i iq1 iq1 g 1 n
¡ y1z y w , for w s x , y , . . . , x , y , .nq1 i 1 1 iy1 iy1
y1 y1z y x y , for w s x ,nq1 i i i i~y w s .Ãi y , for w s y ,i i
y1¢y z w , for w s x , y , . . . , y , z , . . . , z , .i nq1 iq1 iq1 g 1 n
¡z z w , for w s x , y , . . . , y , z , . . . , z , .j nq1 1 1 g 1 jy1
~z , for w s z ,z w s .Ã j jj ¢z z w , for w s z , . . . , z . .nq1 j jq1 n
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A straightforward but tedious calculation shows that
¡z p z w , for w s x , y , . . . , x , y , .nq1 i nq1 1 1 iy1 iy1~z p w , for w s x , y , .p w s . nq1 i i iÃi
2¢z p w , for w s x , y , . . . , y , z , . . . , z . .nq1 i iq1 iq1 g 1 n
Let us also record the only case of Corollary 3.9 that we shall use.
 w x w x4 .4.3. COROLLARY. For any a g Aut S , z , . . . , z , z andg , nq1 1 n nq1$
m .any w g S , there exists an integer m such that a w s z a w . .Ãg , nq1 nq1
In the following statement we use Fix to denote the fixed subgroup of an
automorphism and d to denote Kronecker's delta.
 k .  d k , y 1 :  k .4.4. LEMMA. Fix z p s p , z and Fix z z sÃ Ãnq 1 i i nq 1 nq 1 j
 dk , 0 :z , z , for any integers i, j, k, with 1 F i F g, 1 F j F n.j nq1
Proof. It follows from the formulas in Definition 4.2 that
¡z z w , for w s x , y , . . . , y , z , . . . , z , .j nq1 1 1 g 1 jy1
~z w , for w s z , .z w s .Ã j jj ¢z z w , for w s z z , . . . , z z . .  .  .j nq1 j jq1 j n
 :   .  .:Let G s z and G s x , y , . . . , y , z , . . . , z , z z , . . . , z z .1 j 2 1 1 g 1 jy1 j jq1 j n
Thus we have a free product decomposition S s G )G and weg , nq1 1 2
have elements g s z g G , g s z z g G , since1 j 1 2 j nq1 2
p ??? p ? z ??? z ? z z ??? z z s zy1 zy1 . .  .1 g 1 jy1 j jq1 j n nq1 j
 .  :Now z acts as conjugation by g on G , for i s 1, 2, so Fix z s g , gÃ Ãj i i j 1 2
 :and this is z , z .j nq1
Since z s gy1 g has length exactly 2 with respect to the free productnq1 1 2
decomposition, conjugation by z k increases this length for any elementnq1
whose free product normal form does not begin or end with z "1 . Since zÃnq1 j
 k .preserves the length, we see that if k / 0, then Fix z z lies entirely inÃnq1 j
 :z .nq1
Similarly, it follows from Definition 4.2 that
zy1 p w .Ãnq1 i
¡p z w , for w s x , y , . . . , x , y , .i nq1 1 1 iy1 iy1~p w , for w s x , y , .s i i i¢p z w , for w s p x , . . . , p y , p z , . . . , p z . .  .  .  .  .i nq1 i iq1 i g i 1 i n
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 :Now let G s x , y and1 i i
G s x , y , . . . , x , y , p x , p y , . . . , p y , p z ,  .  .  .  .2 1 1 iy1 iy1 i iq1 i iq1 i g i 1
. . . , p z .: .i n
Again S s G )G and we have elements g s p g G , g s p zg , nq1 1 2 1 i 1 2 i nq1
 .  .  .  . y1 y1g G , since p ??? p ? p p ??? p p ? p z ??? p z s z p .2 1 iy1 i iq1 i n i 1 i n nq1 i
y1  y1 .Now z p acts as conjugation by g on G , for i s 1, 2, so Fix t p sÃ Ãnq1 i i i i
 :  :g , g , and this is p , z .1 2 i nq1
 k .  :As before, Fix z p s z , if k / y1. We will not be using thisÃnq1 i nq1
particular fact later, but have included it for completeness.
Recall that N denotes the normal closure of z in S and thatnq1 g , nq1
x s 2 y 2 g y n.g , n
x g , n Ã x g , n :  :4.5. LEMMA. z s z and N s z s z .Ã Ãnq1 nq1nq1 nq1
Proof. We have
zyg zy1 s zyg p p ??? p z ??? zÃ Ã Ã Ã Ã Ãnq1 nq1 nq1 1 2 g 1 n
s zy1 p zy1 p ??? zy1 p z ??? z .Ã Ã Ã Ã Ãnq1 1 nq1 2 nq1 g 1 n
Using the descriptions
¡z z w , for w s x , y , . . . , x , y , z , . . . , z , .j nq1 1 1 g g 1 jy1
~z , for w s z ,z w s .Ã j jj ¢z z w , for w s z , . . . , z , .nq1 j jq1 n
¡p z w , for w s x , y , . . . , x , y , .i nq1 1 1 iy1 iy1
y1 ~p w , for w s x , y , .z p w s .Ã i i inq1 i ¢z p w , for w s x , y , . . . , y , z , . . . , z , .nq1 i iq1 iq1 g 1 n
it is straightforward to calculate that zy1 p zy1 p ??? zy1 p z ??? zÃ Ã Ã Ã Ãnq1 1 nq1 2 nq1 g 1 n
acts as z gqny2 on each generator, so z s z 2y2 gyn s z x g , n.Ãnq1 nq1 nq1 nq1
Ã Ã  .Now N is the normal subgroup of S generated by the centralg , nq1
x xg , n g , nÃ  :element z s z , so N s z .Ãnq1 nq1 nq1
4.6. DEFINITIONS. We have a natural homomorphism
S ª S rN s S ,g , nq1 g , nq1 g , n
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and hence an induced homomorphism
"1 "1 "1w x w x  4collapse z : Aut S , z , . . . , z , z .  4 /nq1 g , nq1 1 n nq1
"1 "1w x w xª Aut S , z , . . . , z , 4 /g , n 1 n
since N is stabilized by maps which fix or invert z .nq1
Let us consider the composite of the latter map, with the map
"1 "1 "1w x w x  4S ª Aut S , z , . . . , z , z , w ¬ w.Ã 4 /g , nq1 g , nq1 1 n nq1
It is immediate from the formulas in Definition 4.2 that this composite
 .carries each element of X to the corresponding element of Inn S .g , n
Ã  .  .Hence the image of S under collapse z is precisely Inn S ,g , nq1 nq1 g , n
and we have a surjective map
ÃS ª S rCtr.g , nq1 g , n
Ã4.7. PROPOSITION. The map S ª S rCtr gi¨ es a uni¨ ersal centralg , nq1 g , n
extension.
 .  .  .  .  .4Proof. If x G 0, then g, n g 0, 0 , 0, 1 , 0, 2 , 1, 0 , and itg , n
Ãfollows from the formulas in Definition 4.2 that S is trivial, as isg , nq1
S rCtr.g , n
Thus we may assume that x - 0, so S rCtr s S . The kernel ofg , n g , n g , n
Ã Ã Ãthe map S ª S is clearly N and, by Lemma 4.5, N is central andg , nq1 g , n
infinite cyclic. Thus we have a presentation
ÃSg , nq1
 < :w x w xf x , y , . . . , x , y , z , . . . , z x , y ??? x , y z ??? z is central ,1 1 g g 1 n 1 1 g g 1 n
which is the universal central extension of S .g , n
4.8. REMARK. Here we have a phenomenon similar to one encoun-
w x  .tered by Milnor 18 . In lifting representations of surface groups in SL R2&
to representations of central extensions in SL R , he found that the .2&
power of the generator of the center of SL R , to which the ``relator'' .2
gets mapped, is a nonzero multiple of the Euler characteristic of the
surface.
We now come to the delicate algebraic proof of a theorem, which
w x w x w xBirman 3 , Bers 2 , and Maclachlan 11 obtained using topology and
analysis.
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4.9. THEOREM. The homomorphism
"1 "1 "1w x w x  4collapse z : Aut S , z , . . . , z , z .  4 /nq1 g , nq1 1 n nq1
"1 "1w x w xª Aut S , z , . . . , z 4 /g , n 1 n
induced by the homomorphism S ª S rN s S , is surjecti¨ eg , nq1 g , nq1 g , n
 .  .  :and, except in the case g, n s 0, 1 , has kernel Inn z .nq1
Proof. Let the map S ª S rN s S be denoted x ¬ x.g , Nq1 g , nq1 g , n
We begin by proving surjectivity. Notice that, in Definitions 4.6, we saw
 .  .that Inn S lies in the image of collapse z . Let b gg , n nq1
 w x"1 w x"14.Aut S , z , . . . , z .g , n 1 n
 w x"1.Consider first the case n s 0. Here there exists a g Aut S , zg , 1 1
that induces b , by a topological result of Nielsen; for algebraic proofs, see
w x w x22, Corollary 5.4.3 or 5, Theorem 4.9 . Hence there exists x g S suchg , 1
  4"1.  .that xa g Aut S , z . Thus collapse z sends xa to yb forg , 1 1 nq1
some inner automorphism y. Since y and yb lie in the image of
 .collapse z , we see that b does also.nq1
Thus, in proving surjectivity, we may assume n G 1. Since the inner
automorphisms lies in the image, we may assume that b fixes or inverts
z . Let us identify S with the free factor of S generated byn g , n g , nq1
 4  .   :.X y z . Let a g Aut S s Aut S ) z be the automorphismn g , nq1 g , n n
y1 y1that acts on the free factor S as b and sends z to z or z z z ,g , n n n n n n
depending as b fixes or inverts z , respectively. This fixes or inverts z ,n nq1
 .so collapse z sends a to b , and this completes the proof of surjec-nq1
tivity.
Now it remains to show that the inner automorphism z generatesnq1
 .the kernel of collapse z . Let a be an arbitrary element of the kernelnq1
 .  .  .of collapse z . Since g, n / 0, 1 , it can be seen that a lies innq1
w x w x  4Aut S , z , . . . , z , z . .g , nq1 1 n nq1
 .Consider any w g S . Then a w s w, so a w g wN and hence .g , nq1$ $$
x g , n :  . :a w g wNs w z by Lemma 4.5. However, a w g a w z by .  .Ã Ã nq1nq1
 .  :Corollary 4.3; thus a w g w z .Ã Ã nq1
 4Consider any i g 1, . . . , g . We have
 :  :a p s a x , a y g x z , y z s x , y s p . 4 4 .  .  .Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ã Ãi i i i nq1 i nq1 i i i
 .That is, a p s p , soÃ Ãi i
a p ay1 p s a p p s p p s z p . .  .  .  . .Ã Ã Ãi i i i i i nq1 i
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Applying ay1 we get
p ay1 p s ay1 z p s z ay1 p . .  .  . .Ã  .  .i i nq1 i nq1 i
y1 .  y1 .  :Hence a p g Fix z p s z , p by Lemma 4.4. By symmetry,Ãi nq1 i nq1 i
 . y1 .  :we then have a p , a p g z , p . Hence a induces an automor-i i nq1 i
 :   .:  :phism of z , p fixing z , so z , a p s z , p . Sincenq1 i nq1 nq1 i nq1 i
 :z , p is free of rank 2, or p s z , a normal form argument showsnq1 i i nq1
 . ai b ithat there exist integers a , b such that a p s z p z .i i i nq1 i nq1
Let S rM be the quotient group in which z is made central.g , nq1 nq1
Then
y1 y1  :x a x , y a y g N : NM s z M , .  .i i i i nq1
so
a qb a bi i i ip z M s z p z M s a p M s a x , a y M .  .  .i nq1 nq1 i nq1 i i i
 :  : w x  4g x z , y z M s x , y M s p M . 4i nq1 i nq1 i i i
Hence z aiqb i g M. Since making z central in the free group does notnq1 nq1
 .make it have finite order, we see that b s ya . Hence we have a p si i i
ai  .z p , i s 1, . . . , g.nq1 i
 4  . k jNow consider any j g 1, . . . , n . We have seen that a z s z z forÃ Ãj nq1 j
some k . Hencej
a z ay1 z s a z z s z k j z z s z k j z . .  .  .  .Ã Ã Ã .j j j j nq1 j j nq1 j
Applying ay1 we get
z ay1 z s ay1 z k j z s z k j ay1 z . .  .  .Ã  .  .  .j j nq1 j nq1 j
y1 .  yk j .  dk , 0:jHence a z g Fix z z s z , z by Lemma 4.4. However,Ãj nq1 j nq1 j
y1 .a z is a free generator of S , so k s 0 and, moreover, byj g , nq1 j
 . y1 .  :symmetry, we then have a z , a z g z , z . As before, there existj j nq1 j
integers c , d such thatj j
a z s z cj z z d j . .j nq1 j nq1
 . "1Since a z has to be a conjugate of some z , which becomes z moduloj k j
 .N, we see that a z has to be a conjugate of z , so making z centralj j j
c jqd j  .makes z vanish. This means that d s yc . Hence we have a z snq1 j j j
c j  .z z , j s 1, . . . , n.nq1 j
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 .Now a z s z implies thatnq1 nq1
z a1 p zya1qa 2 p ???zya gy 1qa g p zya gqc 1 z zyc 1qc 2 z ???z zyc ny 1qc n z zyc nnq1 1 nq1 2 g 1 2 ny1 nq1 n nq1nq1 nq1 nq1
s p ??? p z ??? z .1 g 1 n
This can be viewed as an equation in the free group on the p , z , and iti j
is straightforward to show that all the ``internal'' powers of z must be 0,nq1
since the only place any cancellation can occur is at z z . Hencen nq1
a s a s ??? s a s c s ??? s c .1 2 g 1 n
yb  .If b denotes the common value, z a lies in the kernel of collapse znq1 nq1
and fixes the p and the z . Thus we may assume that a fixes the p andi j i
the z .j
 4 w  .  .x w x. w xFix an i g 1, . . . , g . We have a x , a y s a x , y s x , y . Ai i i i i i
w x  .well-known algebraic result of Nielsen 19 who attributes it to Dehn
shows that
 :  : :x , y : a x , a y s a x , y ; .  .  .i i i i i i
see the proof of Proposition 4.12 below for a simple argument using Fox
y1  :   .  .:derivatives. Replacing a with a shows that x , y s a x , a y ,i i i i
 :and a induces an automorphism a of x, y . Since a becomes triviali
modulo the normal closure N of z in S , a becomes trivialnq1 nq1, g i
 :modulo N l x , y . We now consider two cases.i i
 < :Case 1. n q g s 1. Here n s 0, g s i s 1, S s x , y , z sg , nq1 1 1 1
w xx , y has normal closure N, and a becomes trivial modulo N and1 1
fixes z . Thus a induces the trivial automorphism of S rN s1 g , nq1
 < w x:x , y x , y . Another well-known result from the same paper of1 1 1 1
w xNielsen 19 says that a must then be an inner automorphism, and since it
fixes z , it must be a power of z , as desired. This result of Nielsen is quite1 1
simple to prove, once one knows yet another result of Nielsen, McCool's
generalization of which was used in the preceding section, that the auto-
 < :  .  y1 .morphism group of F s x, y is generated by y, x , x , y ,
 "1 .  "1 .xy , y , y x, y .
Since FrN is abelian, every inner automorphism of F acts trivially on
FrN, and we want to show, conversely, that any automorphism which acts
trivially on FrN is inner. We can work modulo the group F of inner
automorphisms. Notice that
xy1 , y s y , x yy1 x , y y , x xy , y y , x xyy1 , y , .  .  .  . .  .  .
y1y1xy , y s xy , y , . .
y1y1y x , y s yx , y , . .
yx , y s y xy , y . .  .
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 .  .  .Thus, y, x , xy, y , F, together generate Aut F , so it suffices to show
 .  .that, in the subgroup G generated by y, x and xy, y , any element which
acts trivially on FrN is inner.
 .2Since y, x s 1, the subgroup H of G generated by the two elements
xy , y and y , x xy , y y , x s x , yx .  .  .  .  .
 .has index at most 2 in G. Moreover, y, x acts with determinant y1 on
FrN, while the elements of H act with determinant q1, so it suffices to
show that any element of H that acts trivially on FrN is inner.
Now the elements
y1 y1 y1 y1 y1 y1bs xy , y x , yx s xy , yxy and gs xy , y b s xyx , x .  .  . .  .
2 3  y1 y1.generate H and satisfy g s xyd , b s yxd , where d s x , y . Thus d
 . 2becomes central in HFrF s Hr H l F and d s 1. Hence every non-
trivial element of HFrF is represented by a nontrivial monoid word in
gb s xy , y and gb 2 s x , yx , .  .
or such a word followed by d , and it is clear that such elements do not act
trivially on FrN. Thus we have the desired result.
 :Case 2. n q g G 2. Here N l x , y s 1, since S rN can bei i g , nq1
expressed as a free product with amalgamation over the infinite cyclic
w xgroup generated by x , y in which one of the factors is the free group oni i
x , y . Thus a is trivial. Since this holds for each i, a is trivial. Hence thei i i
 :kernel is precisely z .nq1
4.10. Remark. It was shown at the beginning of the above proof that
each automorphism f of the surface group S , lifts back to an automor-g , 0
Ä  < :phism f of the free group S s x , y , . . . , x , y which fixes org , 1 1 1 g g
y1 w x w xinverts the relator z s x , y ??? x , y .1 1 1 g g
As remarked in the Introduction, we now have the following.
 .  .  .4.11. COROLLARY Birman and Bers . Suppose that g, n / 0, 1 .
"1 "1w x w xi Aut S , z , . . . , z .  4 /g , n 1 n
"1 "1 "1w x w x w xf Aut S , z , . . . , z , z rInn S . 4 /g , nq1 1 n nq1 g , nq1
F M C .g , nq1
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"1 "1w x w xii Aut S , z , . . . , z .  /g , n 1 n
"1 "1w x w xf Aut S , z , . . . , z rInn S . /g , nq1 1 nq1 g , nq1
s P M C .g , nq1
We conclude this section with an amusing proof of a known result. The
 .  . w x w xcase g, n s 2, 0 is due to Nielsen 19 , the case g s 0 is due to Artin 1 ,
wand the general case is due to Zieschang 21, 4, Theorem V.4.11; 22,
xCorollary 5.2.13 . Let
"1 "1w x w xEnd S , z , . . . , z /g , n 1 n
denote the monoid of endomorphisms of S that carry each z into ag , n i
conjugate of itself or its inverse.
4.12. PROPOSITION.
"1 "1 "1 "1w x w x w x w xEnd S , z , . . . , z s Aut S , z , . . . , z . /  /g , nq1 1 nq1 g , nq1 1 nq1
Proof. Since we can compose with automorphisms, we see that it
suffices to show that
w x w x w x w xEnd S , z , . . . , z , z s Aut S , z , . . . , z , z . .  .g , nq1 1 n nq1 g , nq1 1 n nq1
 w x w x .Let a g End S , z , . . . , z , z . It suffices to show that a isg , nq1 1 n nq1
an automorphism.
 .Let H denote the image a S . Nielsen showed that all finitelyg , nq1
w xgenerated free groups are Hopfian; see, for example, 10, Proposition I.3.5
w xor 4, Theorem I.10.5 . Hence, it suffices to show that H s S .g , nq1
 . y1There exist c , . . . , c g S such that a z s c z c , 1 F j F n.1 n g , nq1 j j j j
 .  .For 1 F i F g, let X denote a x and Y denote a y . Then H isi i i i
generated by the X , the Y , and the c z cy1.i i j j j
Since a fixes zy1 we havenq1
y1 y1w x w x w xX , Y ??? X , Y c z c ??? c z c s x , y ??? x , y z ??? z .1 1 g g 1 1 1 n n n 1 1 g g 1 n
4 .
 4For each w in the free generating set x , y , . . . , x , y , z , . . . , z , the1 1 g g 1 n
w xleft Fox deri¨ ati¨ e ­r­ w:  ª Z S is the unique left derivationg , nq1 g , nq1
vanishing on all the free generators but w, and taking the value 1 on w;
w x w xsee, for example 10, Sect. I.10 or 4, Sect. V.4.7 .
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Suppose that 1 F i F g and that H contains x , y , . . . , x , y . On1 1 iy1 iy1
 . w xapplying ­r­ x to 4 we find that, in Z S ,i g , nq1
g ­ Xpy1w xX , Y ??? X , Y 1 y X Y X . 1 1 py1 py1 p p p ­ xips1
­ Ypy1 y1qX 1 y Y X Y .p p p p /­ xi
n ­ cqy1 y1 y1w xq X , Y ??? X , Y c z c ???c z c 1yc z c . 1 1 g g 1 1 1 qy1 qy1 qy1 q q q ­ xiqs1
w x w x y1s x , y ??? x , y 1 y x y x . .1 1 iy1 iy1 i i i
Now let both sides of this last equation act on the element H1 in the
w x w xright Z S -module Z H R S , where H R S denotes the setg , nq1 g , nq1 g , nq1
of orbits for the left H-action on S . We then find thatg , nq1
w x w x y1 y10 s H x , y ??? x , y 1 y x y x s H 1 y x y x . .  .1 1 iy1 iy1 i i i i i i
Hence x y xy1 g H. A similar argument with ­r­ y shows thati i i i
0 s Hx 1 y y xy1 yy1 . .i i i i
Hence x y xy1 yy1 xy1 g H. It follows that x , y g H, so, by induction, Hi i i i i i i
contains all the x and all the y .i i
Now suppose that 1 F j F n, and that H contains z , . . . , z . On1 jy1
 . w xapplying ­r­ z to 4 we find that, in Z S ,j g , nq1
g ­ Xpy1w xX , Y ??? X , Y 1 y X Y X . 1 1 py1 py1 p p p ­ zjps1
­ Ypy1 y1qX 1 y Y X Y .p p p p /­ zj
n ­ cqy1 y1 y1w xq X , Y ??? X , Y c z c ???c z c 1yc z c . 1 1 g g 1 1 1 qy1 qy1 qy1 q q q ­ zjqs1
y1 y1w xq X , Y ??? X , Y c z c ??? c z c c1 1 g g 1 1 1 jy1 jy1 jy1 j
w x w xs x , y ??? x , y z ??? z .1 1 n n 1 jy1
w xIf we now let both sides of this last equation act on H1 g Z H R S ,g , nq1
we find that
w x w xHc s H x , y ??? x , y z ??? z s H .j 1 1 n n 1 jy1
Hence c g H. Since c z cy1 g H, we find that z g H. So, by induction,j j j j j
H contains all the z , and this completes the proof.j
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5. A DUALITY FOR THE NORMALIZER OF THE
NORMAL CLOSURE OF A SURFACE RELATOR
 .  .  .Throughout this section we assume g, n / 0, 1 , 0, 2 and we study
the group
"1 "1w x w xAut S , z , . . . , z f P M C . 5 . /g , n 1 n g , nq1
The embedding of P M C in M C gives us an image of theg , nq1 g , nq1
symmetric group S in the outer automorphism group of the groups innq1
 . w x5 . Ivanov 8, Theorem 1 has shown that the outer automorphism group is
S if x F y2. The action on P M C is quite clear, since we arenq1 g , n g , nq1
just permuting the n q 1 punctures. However, when viewed on the isomor-
 .phic group given in 5 , the action becomes rather unnatural.
Thus, for example, S permutes the kernels of the n q 1 natural mapsnq1
P M C ª P M C ,g , nq1 g , n
each one obtained by filling in one of the n q 1 punctures. If we carry
 .these maps over via the isomorphism in 5 , we find that S permutesnq1
the kernels of n q 1 maps from
"1 "1w x w xAut S , z , . . . , z /g , n 1 n
 w x"1 w x"1.to the groups Aut S , z , . . . , z and P M C . The first ng , ny1 1 ny1 g , n
 .maps are the maps collapse z , j s 1, . . . , n, and the n q 1st map is thej
 .quotient map corresponding to the normal subgroup Inn S f S rCtr.g , n g , n
 .  .  .5.1. DEFINITION. We assume n G 1 and g, n / 0, 1 , 0, 2 . Here we
 .can describe a particular automorphism Q which interchanges Inn Sg , n
 .with the kernel of collapse z .n
Let
"1 "1w x w xQ9 g Aut S , z , . . . , z 4 /g , nq1 1 nq1
 .  . y1be given by Q9 z s z , Q9 z s z z z , with Q9 acting as then nq1 nq1 nq1 n nq1
identity on x , y , . . . , x , y , z , . . . , z . Topologically, Q9 arises from a1 1 g g 1 ny1
 .Dehn twist along a punctured curve that passes through the nth and the
 .n q 1 st punctures. Then Q9 determines an element of M C thatg , nq1
acts on P M C by conjugation, and hence determines an automor-g , nq1
phism Q of
"1 "1w x w xAut S , z , . . . , z . 4 /g , nq1 1 n
Thus Q arises from a Dehn twist that interchanges the base point and a
puncture.
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Recall that the map
"1 "1w x w xP M C ª Aut S , z , . . . , z /g , nq1 g , n 1 n
acts on an element of P M C by first choosing a representative of theg , nq1
element, modulo inner automorphisms, in
"1 "1 "1w x w x  4Aut S , z , . . . , z , z /g , nq1 1 n nq1
and then collapsing z . Thus Q acts on annq1
"1 "1w x w xa g Aut S , z , . . . , z 4 /g , nq1 1 n
by lifting it back to an
"1 "1w x w xa 9 g Aut S , z , . . . , z 4 /g , nq1 1 nq1
 4"1  .that fixes z , then applying Q9 to a 9, then composing Q9 a 9 withnq1
 4"1conjugation to get something that fixes z , and then collapsing z .nq1 nq1
Since
w , for w s x , y , . . . , x , y , z , . . . , z ,¡ 1 1 g g 1 ny1
y12 ~z z , for w s z ,Q9 w s  . . nq1 n n
y1 y1¢z z z , for w s z , .nq1 n nq1 nq1
we see that z z Q92 fixes both z and z , and acts as z z onn nq1 n nq1 n nq1
x , y , . . . , x , y , z , . . . , z .1 1 g g 1 ny1
Since this fixes z , we can collapse z and find that Q2 acts as z onnq1 nq1 n
S . That is, Q2 s z .g , n n
 w x"1 w x"1.Since Aut S , z , . . . , z is the product of the two subgroupsg , n 1 n
"1 "1 "1w x w x  4Aut S , z , . . . , z , z and Inn S , . /g , n 1 ny1 n g , n
we can understand how Q acts by examining what it does to each of these
subgroups.
We have an embedding S ª S , w ¬ w, that looks like theÄg , n g , nq1
identity map on x , y , . . . , x , y , z , . . . , z . This notation will be useful1 1 g g 1 ny1
when we wish to indicate where elements belong. Thus we can write
y1 y1w x w xz s z ??? z y , x ??? y , x s z z .Än ny1 1 g g 1 1 n nq1
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 w x"1 w x"1  4"1.Consider an a g Aut S , z , . . . , z , z . In the caseÄg , n 1 ny1 n
where a fixes z , a can be extended to an a 9 g Aut S ,Än g , nq1
w x"1 w x"14.z , . . . , z , which acts in the same way as a on the free factor1 nq1
S of S and fixes z and hence z . Here Q9 commutes with a 9g , n g , nq1 n nq1
 .so Q a s a . In the case where a inverts z , a can be extended to anÄn
 w x"1 w x"14.a 9 g Aut S , z , . . . , z , which acts in the same way as ag , nq1 1 nq1
on the free factor S of S and sends z to zy1 zy1 z and henceg , n g , nq1 n nq1 n nq1
 .inverts z . Thus z z ? Q9 a 9 inverts z . On collapsing z , wenq1 n nq1 nq1 nq1
 . w 2see that Q a s z a . This is reassuringly consistent with Q acting as z ,n n
2 . 2 y1  . xsince here Q a s z a s z a z s z a . In summary then, Q fixesn n n n
those elements that fix z and left multiplies by z those elements thatn n
invert z .n
We next examine the action of Q on an inner automorphism u, where
y1 <u g x , y , z 1 F i F g , 1 F j F n y 1 . 4i i j
ÃThus u g S and Definition 4.2 shows that u lifts back u and fixesÄ Äg , nq1
Ãz . Notice that we are considering those u such that u sends z toÄnq1 n
Ã y1 y1 y1 y1 .  .  .z u z . Thus Q9 u sends z to z z z u z , so u z zÄ Ä Änq1 n nq1 nq1 n nq1 nq1 nq1 n
Ã .z ? Q9 u fixes z . On applying the formulas in Definitions 4.2 andÄnq1 nq1
 . y1 y1the definition of Q9, and collapsing z , we find that Q u s u z u,Ãnq1 n
where u is given by Definitions 4.2 with n y 1 in place of n. It follows thatÃ
 y1 . y1 y1Q u s u z u s z uu .Ã Ãn n
We record the action explicitly:
¡ y1 y1x z x z w , for w s x , y , . . . , x , y , .i n i n 1 1 iy1 iy1
y1 y1x z x , for w s x , .i n i i~Q x w s .  .i y1y x z x , for w s y ,i i n i i¢w , for w s x , y , . . . , y , z , . . . , z ,iq1 iq1 g 1 ny1
¡ y1 y1z y z y w , for w s x , y , . . . , x , y , .n i n i 1 1 iy1 iy1
y1 y1 y1z y z y x z , for w s x ,n i n i i n i~Q y w s .  .i z y , for w s y , .n i i¢w , for w s x , y , . . . , y , z , . . . , z ,iq1 iq1 g 1 ny1
¡ y1 y1z z z z w , for w s x , y , . . . , y , z , . . . , z , .j n j n 1 1 g 1 jy1
y1 y1~Q z w s z z z , for w s z , .  .  .j j n j j¢w , for w s z , . . . , z .jq1 ny1
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5.2. Remarks. Notice that the diagram
Q"1 "1 "1 "1w x w x w x w xAut S , z , . . . , z ª Aut S , z , . . . , z /  /g , n 1 n g , n 1 n
 .mod inners x collapse z xn
f "1 "1w x w xP M C ª Aut S , z , . . . , z /g , ny1 g , ny1 1 ny1
commutes, since each inner automorphism ends up at the identity auto-
morphism along both routes, while both the z -fixing and the z -invertingn n
automorphisms end up at the induced map along both routes.
Let K denote the kernel of the mapn
"1 "1w x w xcollapse z : Aut S , z , . . . , z .  /n g , n 1 n
"1 "1w x w xª Aut S , z , . . . , z /g , ny1 1 ny1
and let L denote the kernel of the natural map P M C ª P M C .n g , n g , ny1
 .Then Q interchanges K and Inn S , and we have a commutingn g , n
diagram that is reflected about the main diagonal by Q:
1 1 1
x x x
 .1 ªInn S l K ª K ª L ª 1g, n n n n
x x x
"1 "1w x w x1 ª S rCtr ª Aut S , z , . . . , z ª P M C ª 1 .g, n g , n 1 n g , n
x x x
"1 "1w x w x1 ª S rCtr ªAut S , z , . . . , z ªP M C ª 1 .g, ny1 g , ny1 1 ny1 g , ny1
x x x
1 1 1
5.3. COROLLARY. Suppose that n G 1 and that S is nonabelian. Theng , n
the kernel of the map
"1 "1w x w xcollapse z : Aut S , z , . . . , z .  /n g , n 1 n
"1 "1w x w xª Aut S , z , . . . , z /g , ny1 1 ny1
  . < 4is freely generated by Q u u s x , y , . . . , x , y , z , . . . , z .1 1 g g 1 ny1
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The elements of this free generating set were given explicitly in Defini-
tion 5.1.
5.4. PROPOSITION. Suppose that n G 1 and that S is nonabelian, thatg , n
is, 2 g q n G 3. Let N denote the normal closure of z in S .n g , n
 .  .i If S is abelian, that is, 2 g q n s 3, then Inn S s K .g , ny1 g , n n
 .  .ii If S is nonabelian, that is, 2 g q n G 4, then Inn S lg , ny1 g , n
 .K s N and Inn S K rN f S = S .n g , n n g , ny1 g , ny1
Proof. It is clear from the commutative diagram that S l K is theg , n n
kernel of the map from S to S rCtr. Since Q reflects the diagramg , n g , ny1
about the diagonal, it induces Birman's isomorphism S rCtr f L .g , ny1 n
Consider first the case where 2 g q n s 3. Here S rCtr is trivial, sog , ny1
S s K . Thus we may assume that 2 g q n G 4. Here S has trivialg , n n g , ny1
center, so S l K s N.g , n n
 .5.5. Remarks. 1 If n G 1, g G 1, and 2 g q n G 4, then
Inn S l K s Inn S , K s N. .  .g , n n g , n n
To see this, notice that since we are dealing with normal subgroups, we
w  . x  .have Inn S , K : Inn S l K s N, and it remains to show theg , n n g , n n
w  . x  .reverse inclusion. Since Inn S , K is a normal subgroup of Inn S ,g , n n g , n
w  . 4it remains to show that z lies in Inn S , K , and this holds sincen g , n n
w  . xInn S , K containsg , n n
y1 y1 y1 y1y , Q x s y , x z x . Ã1 1 1 1 n 1
s yy1 ? xy1 zy1 x y .Ã1 1 n 1 1
s z .n
 .2 There are many different maps that flip the diagram about the
diagonal. We have found it convenient to leave the centralizer of z fixed,n
but this can be exchanged for other properties, such as having order 2,
since, for any z -inverting a inn
"1 "1w x w xAut S , z , . . . , z /g , n 1 n
2  .2such that a s 1, we have Qa s 1.
 .3 In the above setting we are free to permute z , . . . , z , so Q1 ny1
extends to
"1 "1 "1w x w x  4Aut S , z , . . . , z , z , 4 /g , n 1 ny1 n
and, here, in place of pure mapping class groups we must consider
subgroups of the mapping class group that permute n y 1 of the punc-
tures.
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 .4 The case n s 1, g G 1, deserves special mention. Here A s
 w x"1.Aut S , z is the set of automorphisms of the free group of rank 2 g,g , 1 1
y1 w x w xwhich send the element z s x , y ??? x , y to a conjugate of itself or1 1 1 g g
its inverse, so A is the normalizer of the normal closure N of the surface
w xrelator z in the free group S ; see, for example, 10, Proposition II.5.8 .1 g , 1
By Corollary 4.11, A is isomorphic to
"1 "1w x w xP M C s Aut S , z , z rInn S , . /g , 2 g , 2 1 2 g , 2
 .which is a normal subgroup of index 2 in
"1 "1w x w xM C s Aut S , z , z rInn S . . 4 /g , 2 g , 2 1 2 g , 2
w xFor g s 1, by 6 , the outer automorphism group of A is trivial. For
w xg G 2, by 8 , the other automorphism group of A has order 2 and is
generated by the image of Q.
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